
Retail staff 
Position: Retail staff  
Reports to: Store Manager/Retail Manager 

Padre Coffee has a strong focus on servicing the community in all their retail coffee 
needs…beans for home & office, alternative brewing methods, and the perfect gift 
for your coffee-fiend friend!  

Our retail staff are warm and engaging with customers, and work in the best teams 
to create an enriching retail experience. 
The Padre experience is consistently good, because we keep it simple. Focused. Every big-
picture decision we make and every day-to-day interaction we have comes back to the 
simplicity and importance of this core concept.  

PADRE RETAIL



CORE SKILLS 

Customer Service  

We believe hospitality is marked by an open response to the dignity of each and every 
person. 

You are accountable for ensuring that every customer with an interest in our retail is 
acknowledged and has time made available for them promptly.


Communication  

We pride ourselves on next level communication skills. 

Make your customers feel welcome and cared for. Listen actively, to identify the need, not the 
want. Be kind and courteous, don’t interrupt and talk positively.


Product Knowledge 

We are known for our supportive attitude, and encouraging environment. We need people 
who genuinely love learning about coffee.  

How do varietals, altitude, region and process-method affect flavour? Why are grind, dose, time 
and temp important in brewing? And which coffees are good for which brew method? 
Understanding these factors will help you brew better coffee, and engage customers with 
confidence. 


Technical knowledge (Targets) 

Your point of sale software has some great functions, but understand how they work and 
you can create a seamless customer experience. 

Using the pos should be second nature, so it doesn’t become a barrier to the experience. 
Record and track your sales every day. Practice demonstrating different equipment and 
products to build confidence and show enthusiasm. Use teamwork to multitask when there are 
multiple retail customers, and use targets and data to monitor sales.


Stock management  

A good retail display looks appealing, simple and interactive - because someone put a lot 
of work in behind it. 

The end product of stock management is the display or visual merchandising. It requires weekly 
ordering, storage, rotation and identifying damaged products or packaging.
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